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SHAH) : Sir, I beg to lay on the Table a copy 
of each of the following papers under clause 
(1) of article 151 of the Constitution: — 

(i) Appropriation Accounts of Railways 
in India for 1952-53. (Parts I & II). [Placed 
in the Library, see Nos. S-527/54 for Part I 
and S-528/ 54 for Part II.] 

(if) Blocks Accounts including Capital 
Statements comprising the loan Accounts), 
Balance Sheets and Profit and Loss 
Accounts of Indian Government Railways, 
1952-53. [Placed in the Library, see No. S-
529/54.] 

(iii) Balance Sheets and Review of 
Working of Railway Collieries and 
Statements of all-in-cost of Coal, etc. for 
1952-53. [Placed in the Library,  see No. S-
530/54.] 

(iv) Audit Report. Railways 1954. 
[Placed in the Library, see No. S-531 /54.] 

THE IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
(CONTROL) AMENDMENT BILL, 1954 

TKE MINISTER FOR COMMERCE (SHRI 
D. P. KARMARKAR): Sir, I move for leave to 
introduce a Bill further to amend the Imports 
and Exports (Control)   Act,  1947. 

MR.  CHAIRMAN:   The question is: 

"That leave be granted to introduce a Bill 
further to amend the Imports and Exports 
(Control) Act, 1947." 

The motion was adopted. 
SHRI D. P. KARMARKAR: Sir, I Introduce 

the Bill. 

THE   DELIMITATION   COMMISSION 
AMENDMENT) BILL, 1954. 

THE MINISTER IN THE MINISTRY Or 
LAW (SHRI H. V. PATASKAR): Sir, I beg to 
move; 

"That the Bill further to amend the 
Delimitation Commission Act, 1952, as passed 
by the Lok Sabha, be taken into consideration." 
Sir, as is well-known, in 1952 when we passed 
the Delimitation Commission Act, the 
constituencies were formed on the basis of the 
census figures arrived at at the last census in 
1951. The census authorities at this time 
worked in a manner which was slightly 
different from the way in which the work was 
carried out in 1941. At the time of the census 
of 1941, as we are aware,, all castes and sub-
castes were mentioned in the census figures. 
But at the time of the census of 1951, naturally, 
in view of the change in our policy, v/hat they 
did was that they did not enumerate all the 
castes, but only enumerated such castes as 
were ordered to be enumerated generally as 
had to be given some special representation 
under the Orders issued by the President, under 
article 341. As we are aware, article 341 
provides that in the present circumstances the 
President shall determine the Scheduled Castes 
and the Scheduled Tribes to whom for a period 
of ten years special representation has been 
given. And under subsection (2) of article 341, 
if at all there is to be any change in these in the 
list; then it is only Parliament that can make 
that change. At the present moment, the 
position: is that at the time of the census of 
1951, there was an Order giving the lists of the 
Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes for 
whom, special representation was to be given. 
Therefore, at the time of the Census of 1951, 
they tried to collect information only about 
those cas^s which were* mentioned in that 
Order, for the purpose that they may be given 
the special representation on that basis. But it 
appears at the present moment, at the' time of 
the actual taking of the census information, 
certain people mentioned their castes a little 
incorrectly. For instance if a person belonged 
to the Valmikis or some sub-caste, at the time-
of mentioning it to the enumerator, lie gave it 
as Harijan. Now, Harijan is neither a caste nor 
is it recognised. And so probably, at the time of 
the-census of  1951-52,  such  people    were; 
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omitted, though they really belonged to 
the castes enumerated in the Order. 
Similarly there were certain synonyms 
of castes and in that case also, people 
of the same caste for whom the protec 
tion was intended, on account of their 
giving the wrong description to the 
enumerator in respect of the name to 
which they did not exactly belong, 
they were also excluded. Therefore, 
In the 1951 census register which was 
prepared on the basis of the information 
thus supplied, certain of the castes 
were omitted. After the passing of the 
Bill, as we are aware, under article 81 
of the Constitution, the membership 
has to bear a certain proportion to the 
figures of population of the last census. 
It was, however, found as for instance 
in the case of Hyderabad though there 
is a general increase in the population 
as a whole, there was a decrease in the 
population of the Scheduled Castes and 
the Scheduled Tribes. This was so' 
glaring that it was brought to the 
notice of        the        authorities 

concerned, and the census authorities there, 
from whatever information they had, corrected 
these figures because in respect of these they 
had certain slips or certain other papers giving 
the information from which they could get the 
correct figures. That could be corrected 
because the final Delimitation Orders were not 
passed at that time. So in respect of Hyderabad 
and Sau-rashtra where the final Order was not 
passed the census authorties corrected these 
figures and the Delimitation Commission took 
that into account and they did their work. But 
it was found in respect of certain other States 
also that such corrections were made. But the 
Delilmitation Orders were not passed. 
Therefore, we first intended to bring forward 
or introduce a Bill in the Lok Sabha only in 
respect of those States where the Delimitation 
Commission had not passed its final Orders, 
with the provision that if the Census authority 
were to make a change in respect of the figures 
of population of the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes, then they could, in their 
final orders take these figures into 
consideration and delimit the    constituencies    
on    that    basis. 

However, when the Bill was introduc-[   ed,   it 
was brought  to  the notice  of the Government 
that in many of the States, final orders had been 
actually passed by the Delimitation Authorities 
and  it   was   therefore  necessary    in order that 
there should be uniformity in the principles  
followed  in  respect of  this  matter  that   there  
should" be some provision    brought     in spite 
of the fact that final  orders are passed by the 
Delimitation Commission,    that could be 
reopened,  but only for this limited purpose,  
wherever the census authoritites    had    to    
correct    these figures and place it on a prcper 
basis. The  Delimitation   authority  should  in 
that case reopen that matter and determine the 
matter on the basis    provided     by     the    
Census    authorities. Therefore,     the  scope  of  
the  Bill to that extent was    widened.    And    
the Bill  which is  now before the   House is in 
this form.    So far as the delimitation  of  
constituencies is  concerned,  whether it is 
Hyderabad or Sau-rashtra or whether in respect 
of ether States,   the   Delimitation     
Commission will be authorised    to    reopen    
these matters if the Census authorities had to  
change  the  figures  of  copulation. Therefore,  
the Bill before the House is a very simple one to 
that extent. It only enables the Delimitation 
Commission  to  take    into    account    the 
corrections in  the figures which may be made 
by the  Census  authorities, it is primarily the 
Census authorities who are to do it. 

Much of the criticism in the other House on 
this Bill was based on the work of the Census 
Commissioner. I might say here in order to 
obviate a longer discussion on this question, 
that the Census authorities as a matter of fact, 
did what they at that time thought the right 
thing to do, because they are primarifly 
responsible for enumerating every individual. 
It Is not as if they omitted to enumerate 
anybody, The trouble arose because the 1941 
and the 1952 enumerations were carried out 
on different bases. As I said, in respect of the 
1941 census,  every little caste    and    sub- 
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enumerated. But naturally, when we attained 
independence our idea was to have a more or 
less casteless society and' so we did not say 
that the enumerators should take down all the 
castes and sub-castes. But for the purpose of 
enumeration, we had only those castes for 
which special representation had been given in 
the Constitution for a period of ten years. 
Therefore they looked into the lists of castes 
and authorised the enumerators to enumerate 
separately those persons who belonged to the 
castes mentioned in that Order. 

It was on that account that the mistake 
occurred. More than that is the fact that what 
were regarded as the Scheduled Castes or 
Scheduled Tribes in 1941 are not exactly the 
same which were in vogue at the time of the 
census of 1951. At this time, there was the 
President's Order and the Census authorities 
could1 take only those into consideration and 
whenever by mistake a person ^ave seme 
wrong description, for instance, Hari-jan—
this is a term which includes so many castes 
of different people but somehow or other 
people gave wrongly as Harijans—the 
enumerators found that Harijan was not a 
caste included in the list and they omitted to 
include those numbers among the castes. 
Therefor^, this Bifll has been brought forward 
to enable the Delimitation Commission to 
take into account the figures for the purposes 
of determination of the members of 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
whMi were grouped by the Census authorities 
because that is altogether a different matter. 

As I said, this is a very simple measure and 
the scope of the Bill was limited' when it was 
introduced in the Lok Sabha because at that 
time the Idea was to give relief only where 
final Delimitation Order has not been passed 
but now. we have decided that even when 
such final Orders have been passed, it should 
be open to the Delimitation authorities to take 
such cases 

into consideration provided" the Census 
authorities had grouped them. Naturally, some 
time had to be provided because this cannot 
go on indefinitely. We know that the next 
elections would take place after two or three 
years and the Delimitation work, but for this 
matter, has almost come to a close. It is from 
that point of view that a period of one year is 
provided in the Bill which has come before 
you. During that period, we hope that all these 
matters, so far us this small question is 
concerned will be rectified, so far as it could 
be, by Government. 

I,  therefore, commend    this   motion for the 
acceptance of this House. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Motion moved: 

"That the Bill further to amend the 
Delimitation Commission Act, 1952, as 
passed by the Lok Sabha, be taken into 
consideration." 

 
That at page 2, after line 29, the following 

clause be addled, namely:— 
"3. Insertion of new section 9B in Act 

LXXXI of 1952.—In the Delimitation 
Commission Act, 1952, after section 9A 
the following section shall be inserted, 
namely: — 
'9B. Reservation of Seats for Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes in the Rajya 
Sabha and Vidhan Parishads in the 
States on the basis of these Census 
figures.— In consonance with section 
9A, the Delimitation Commission shall 
cTetermine the number of seats to be 
reserved for the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled    Tribes   in 
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SHRI H. P.    SAKSENA: That is   a-
different story, then. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What  about  De-
limitation Commission? 

'"JTou are fighting for the    loaves 
and fihes". 

SHRI H. P. SAKSENA (Uttar Pradesh): 
I do not remember, Sir, having «ven said 
that.    If I am    confronted 
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she re half minister, and being lady, .•she 
is a quarter. 

SHRI B. K. P. SINHA (Bihar): She is 
better half,  Mr.  Chairman. 
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ing to impress upon the Harijans that they 
should assert themselves and get themselves 
separately counted in the Census so that if 
their number is increased they can thereby get 
increased privileges and increased rights. Sir, 
after the attainment of independence when the 
Congress Government have given them a fair 
share in the administration of the country and 
in the representatives, there is a growing 
feeling that they do not want to call 
themselves Harijans. There is a feeling that 
they should not try to assert particular rights 
by getting themselves enumerated as 
Scheduled Tribes and Scheduled Castes. I 
tnink it is a very good tendency because if 
you want to have a classless society, naturally 
everybody should feel in that direction and 
realise that there are no differences. If always 
in every matter you want to impress upon the 
public that a particular person is a member of 
the Scheduled Caste or Scheduled Tribe, 
naturally you are creating separatist 
tendencies. In the enumeration there should 
be no mention at all of the Harijan or the 
Scheduled Caste. Sir, we should give them 
privileges in the matter of education. We 
should certainly help them by scholarships, by 
greater facilities and by starting new 
educational institutions so that they get the 
fullest opportunity of proper education and for 
bettering their conditions of life. But if we 
continue on a large scale these special rights 
and privileges in the matter of appointments, I 
am sure the efficiency of our administrative 
services will go down because if people are 
going to be recruited on a percentage basis 
based on caste or class, naturally efficiency 
will not be a criterion, and the standards of the 
service will go down. Therefore the demand 
should be for batter educational facilities, 
better social amenities, fullest freedom of 
worship and fullest freedom of religion, but if 
appointments are going to be made only on 
the basis, not of merit, but of caste or class, 
the Btandards cannot be maintained. 
Therefore I submit, Sir. that the Hari- 

jan population may be increasing but when 
people do not want to call themselves 
Harijans, when they do not want special 
privileges under 'the name of certain tribe or 
caste, why should we go on trying to impress 
upon them that they belong to the Harijan 
class? They do not want themselves to be 
classed in that category. Therefore I do hope 
that the Delimitation Commission will take 
that the Census figures as they stand are right. 
There is nothing wrong in the Census figures; 
we should not adopt an arithmetical formula 
that it the population of the other class has-
gone up by 14 per cent, then the Harijan 
population also must be increased by 14 per 
cent. 

The hon. Member who spoke before-me 
said that the Harijans did not have a sudden 
epidemic so that their number had gone down. 
I maintain, Sir, that this reduction in the 
number of, Harijans is not due to any 
epidemic but it is due to a desire on the part of 
the Harijans not to be classed as Harijans. If 
they themselves do not. desire to be classed as 
Harijans, what right have you got to put them 
in that class simply by adopting an artificial 
method of enumeration and by arithmetical 
processes arriving at their numbers? After all, 
it is there only for a period of 15 years. After 
15 years, there will be no privileges and if we 
do not gradually and slowly begin to-forget it 
from now on how can we exactly after 14 
years, 11 months and 29 ^dayjs say, 'from 
tomorrow these privileges will disappear'? Let 
it be a gradual process; let it be a slow process 
and in the course of these 15 years these rights 
and privileges should be foregone by the 
Harijans-themselves of their own accord, not 
by any imposition from the rest of the society. 
The hon. Member who spoke before me said 
that there were Thakurs, Kshatriyas and others 
but our Constitution does not give any-
privileges to any Thakur, Kshatriya or 
anybody else. They are all absolutely equal. In 
their own homes they may     call     
themselves     Brahmins* 
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Thakurs or anything; that is their own right 
inside their houses, but the Constitution and 
the society does not give any privileges to 
them. And as long as the society does not 
give any privileges, how does it matter or 
how does it affect the Delimitation 
Commission Bill, I cannot understand. It will 
be very unfair and an unhealthy thing if we 
introduce the class distinction in everything, 
when we are actually trying to remove such 
class distinctions. Therefore I fully support 
this Delimitation Commission (Amendment) 
Bill with this additional clause that artificially 
the numbers of the Census figures should not 
be increased on the basis of arithmetical 
formula, but it should be on the basis of the 
desire of the individual as to whether he likes 
to be classed  as  a Harijan or not. 

SHRI H. P. SAKSENA: Mr. Chairman, 
while great philosophers and thinkers like 
your good and noble self have been making 
great spiritual efforts to project our 
fundamental values on the screen of 
international life, we here in this august 
Parliament are discussing a Bill which in the 
same breath says that there should be a 
classless society and that there should be 
provision for castes, which inevitably means 
that we are making every possible endeavour 
to keep the caste system alive. Sir, my 
revered friend. Prof. Ranga, once described 
my hon, friend Mr. Agnibhoj, as a fire-eater 
and that was a very apt description which he 
has amply justified this morning. Sir, I beg to 
inform my hon friend Mr. Agnibhoj that I am 
a true loyal, devoted and humble servant of 
the so-called Harijans or untouchables, 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and I 
throw a challenge to the so-called champions 
of the Harijans to come before me and show 
me their record of having served these 
unfortunate classes in practice more than I 
have. I throw an open challenge to them. 
What I find is that this caste system is going 
to be kept alive and permanent by these very 
advocates of Harijans who style themselves 
as the pioneers in the cause of the removal 

of untouchability and as champions and 
watchmen of their rights and privileges. 

Now, Sir, if I may be pardoned for saying 
so, I would say that this is again a question of 
the distribution of loaves and fishes. I had 
not said then, but I shall say it now on the 
floor of the House that all this battle royal is 
being waged simply for the sake of loaves 
and fishes, personal loaves and fishes, not 
even for the community and the cause which 
they claim to represent. Sir, with all my 
greatest reverence and regard for that great 
leader, an equal of whom this world has not 
produced for centuries, I believe it was a 
great mistake of the great Mahatma to have 
given a separate name as Harijans to these 
unfortunate and down-trodden people. 

I may remind my hon. friend Mr. Agnibhoj 
of a very great champion and advocate of the 
rights and privileges of the untouchables in 
Uttar Pradesh known as the late Rai Saheb 
Ramcharan Mallah. I would not forget the 
day when the Simon Commission arrived in 
Lucknow. He with his flock of Harijans went 
to welcome the Simon Commipsion when we 
under the able and bold guidance of our 
Prime Minister, Shri Jawaharlal Nehru, went 
to the railway station to boycott the 
Commission shouting 'go back, go back'. It is 
those untouchable brethren of ours for whom 
I have the greatest regard and the greatest 
sympathy, those who were collected by the 
!ate Rai Saheb Ramcharan Mallah in wder to 
welcome the Simon Commission. These are 
historical facts; they cannot be forgotten. But 
we are in no mood of making any grievance 
of it. Neither are we in a revengeful spirit. 
We are very, very sorry for the condition in 
which our poor brethren are being placed 
today. But if this Government cannot succeed 
in removing those disabilities and in bringing 
them at par with other so-called high castes, I 
don't think any other Government will ever 
succeed. 

Now, Sir, there is another storm brewing  
in  the     atmosphere  and  I 
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wonder what it may bring in its train and that 
is the Backward Classes Commission which 
is very soon going to submit its report. When 
we are expressing our grief at the division of 
Hindus into Harijans and non-Harijans, there 
is going to be established a third class known 
as the 'backward classes' and that will make 
confusion worse confounded. My only and 
very great regret is this, that having learnt no 
lesson from the partition of the country into 
Pakistan and Hindusthan   we are, I am afraid, 
sowing the seeds - of another distribution and 
division of the  country  into  Harijans   and  
non- IHarijans in future. That will be a very 
dark day  for  India,  Sir,  in  its 'history, and I 
shudder to think of what it might bring. I, 
therefore, sound a humble note of warning 
that these fissiparous tendencies should be 
discouraged and should be nipped in the bud. 
Unfortunately, it is not a bud now. In some 
places, like this august House, it blossoms 
sometimes. But, then, there is yet time to 
make amends  and  to  prepare against  that 

. sad day so that it might never appear. 

Sir, this Delimitation Commission 
1 {Amendment) Bill, which I have risen 
to support, is a measure which wants 
to rectify a mistake which had been 
left over during the census operations 
of 1951. Now, Sir, I never thought that 
anybody who had any knowledge of 
the privileges that accrue from being 
designated as a member of the sche 
duled caste or a scheduled tribe would 
ever miss the opportunity of getting 
himself or herself enumerated as be 
longing to that class. And yet when 
the Government has so generously 
accepted the contention of the advo 
cates of untouchables and backward 
tribes and backward classes that some 
omissions have been made and it has 
come forward to rectify that mistake, 
I do not know what else could the 
Government have done? Therefore, 
Sir i   Delimitation   C 
mission   ( a'.)   Hi'!   should b~ 
taken as  a very good gesture on the part  of   
the   Government   and   should 

have been accepted by the members and the 
representatives of the scheduled castes and 
tribes in a grateful spirit. Unfortunately, that 
spirit is not to be found here. At the same 
time, I am an inveterate enemy of this 
division of the society and of the country into 
castes and tribes and I would very much 
desire that this caste system should be once 
and for all abolished from the surface of our 
land. I have eaten with my scheduled caste 
brethren in the same dish; I have eaten food 
distributed by them and I have never practised 
any differentiation with them in any walk of 
life—social, political or otherwise and, 
therefore, for me there is no difference 
between a Harijan and a non-Harijan. I am 
ashamed to be called a person belonging to a 
high caste, but my friend Shri Agnibhoj 
thinks otherwise. That inferiority complex, I 
submit, should be removed and all untouch-
able brethren should look upon themselves as 
units of the great Hindu society known as 
Aryans. 

SHRI  R.  U.  AGNIBHOJ:    Provided you 
bring them up honestly. 

SHRI H. P. SAKSENA: Now, Sir, this 
process of bringing them up to the same level, 
my hon. friend should understand, is not so 
easy and cannot be done by a magic wand. It 
is not our fault that they have been neglected 
for so long a time and it will naturally take a 
sufficient period of time to bring them up to 
the same level. I invite my friend to come and 
prove that this process is not being carried on. 
I challenge him to prove that the Government 
is showing any neglect or for that matter 
members of the other so-called high class 
communities are showing any neglect to-
wards the solution of this problem. If they are 
not, then I would humbly suggest to my 
friend to have some patience. 

SHRI R. U. AGNIBHOJ: What is the 
purpose of bringing this Bill? 

MR.   CHAIRMAN: It  is  not  a   dis-
cussion on untouchability. 
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SHRI H. P. SAKSENA: As you know, | 
I am not yielding, Sir. Now, coming 
.finally to the question of the solution 
 of the ills from which these friends 
.are avowedly suffering. I say that they 
should look towards the picture of the 
•entry of the so-called untouchables in 
temples in Devasthans and in so many 
• other places.........  

SHRI R. U. AGNIBHOJ:   In Viswa-rrath 
temple. 

SHRI H. P. SAKSENA: Don't talk of one 
temple. One swallow does not make a 
summer. If you have the  courage, it is for you 
to get the Viswa-nath temple at Banaras 
opened for you; and if you so desire, I will 
humbly be in the team and the crowd that you 
take for entry into the temple. 

[MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair.] 
Now, Sir, I have given you my im-

'.pressions regarding the solution of this 
problem. The various scholarships, the bold 
steps taken towards the solution of the 
inferiority of the so-called untouchable 
classes, are there...... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is not a 
general discussion on untouchability,  where 
one can have a big debate. 

SHRI H. P. SAKSENA: But the Bill is 
based on and centres round the question of 
untouchables. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The Bill as 
just to give power to the Delimitation 
Commission and make adjustments for the 
growth in census. 

SHRI H. P. SAKSENA: I understand it, Sir. 
Iyhave read the Bill quite care-ifully and, 
therefore, I support it. 

 

"(3) As soon as may be after the 
publication in the Gazette of India, every 
order under clause (b) or clause (d) of sub-
section (1) shall be laid before the Hiouse 
of the People." 
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SHRI S. N. MAZUMDAR (West 
Bengal): Mr. Deputy Chairman, I am 
supporting this Bill. This is not a 
general discussion on untouchabilHy or 
about the conditions of the Scheduled 
Castes or the Scheduled Tribes. So I 
do not propose to .............  

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is a. most 
innocuous Bill. 

SHRI S. N. MAZUMDAR: Yes, but still 
Mr. Saksena has made certain observations 
which are quite astounding. In spite of 
whatever he said, there is no denying the fact 
that these people, the Scheduled Castes and 
the Scheduled Tribes, are in a backward state. 
And that is due to the social conditions 
obtaining in our country. Now, it is true that 
simply by reservation of seats or a certain 
percentage of seats the whole problem of the 
Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes 
will not be solved, but still it is a part of the 
total approach which you are making towards 
the uplift-ment of those sections of our people 
who have been downtrodden, exploited and 
neglected for so long. Along with other 
measures the Constitution has found it 
necessary to make some provision for the 
reservation of seats for them for a certain time 
to come, and it is also found, particularly 
about the Scheduled Tribes, in other countries 
also, where they are in large numbers, that 
they are provided with certain special 
privileges or safeguards in the Constitution 
due to their special circumstances or their 
special conditions. That is why, Sir, while 
supporting the Bill, I like to tell my hon. 
friend, Mr. Saksena, that his approach to the 
problem about which he is so anxious that the 
society should not be divided into Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes is a wrong 
approach. He is approaching the problem 
from a wrong angle. If he opposes a Bill of 
this nature, he will be helping in perpetuating 
the division and he will be-helping  in  
perpetuating  the  injustice 

 

"(3) As soon as may be after the 
publication in the Gazette of India, every 
order under clause (b) or clause (d) of sub-
section (1) shall be laid before the House 
of the People." 
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which has been done to these people for so 
long. 

SHRI   H.    P.   SAKSENA:   I   never 
•opposed the Bil'.. 

SHRI H. V. PATASKAR: Sir, I very much 
regret that there was a certain bona fide 
mistake in the matter of enumeration at the 
time of the census of 1951, on account of 
which I have had to bring forward this 
innocuous Bill. I regret it for this reason that 
this gave rise to an exhibition of feelings of 
suspicion on the one side and clispleasure on 
the other. Sir, as 1 explained in the beginning, 
till the year 1941, when the census prior to 
that of 1951 was held, the policy of that 
foreign Government was to have as many 
divisions on grounds of castes, religions etc. 
as possible. And as I submitted very rightly, 
when the Constitution was passed, our 
objective was "very clear. We knew by 
experience the troubles and the difficulties 
which we had to face in the attainment of our 
freedom on account of the division of the 
Indian society into so many communities, 
castes and what not. Therefore it was, Sir, that 
the 1941 census proceeded entirely on a 
different basis, so far as this auestion of 
•castes, communities etc. was concerned. In 
the census of 1951 the idea was— and it was 
made clear to the authorities—that we should 
try not to continue this practice of 
enumerating •every little caste in the census 
figures. That was consistent with the ideals 
which we have got. And I think even my 
friend Shri Agnibhoj has no Quarrel with it. 
What happened then was that having laid 
stress on that :fact, we also wanted to abide by 
whatever has been provided in the Consti-
tution, just as the first part of it is that we want 
to eliminate all considerations of caste, 
religion etc. in our administration and other 
matters regarding the governance of the 
country. The Constitution itself gave, •for a 
period of ten years, a certain kind of reserved 
representation for certain backward 
communities and castes. That Order, Sir, as I 
explained, under article 341 was to be passed 
by 

the President. The President did decide as to 
which were those castes on the information 
which he could gather. It was, therefore, a 
different matter altogether as >to what the 
President decided. In the Constitution we said 
that for the purpose of representation the last 
census shall be taken into account. However, 
as the Order was there, in view of our policy, 
we had to make some provision for those 
castes for which special reservation was given 
under the Constitution. Now, Sir, in a country 
like India, with its vast population, with so 
many names, synonyms etc. there did happen 
some discrepancy. Now, Sir, it is quite 
wrong—I do not know what grounds there 
are—for my friend, Mr. Agnibhoj, to say that 
anybody WM deliberately interested in 
committing a fraud on the Constitution. Now, 
Sir, to my mind, I am not aware of any such 
thing. 

SHRI  R.  U.   AGNIBHOJ: I  am. 
SHRI H. V. PATASKAR: May be. 

But so far as my information goes, it 
may be due either to incorrect infor 
mation or to that unfortunate feeling 
of suspicion .........  

SHRI R U. AGNIBHOJ: The hon. 
Minister can find it in the previous 
report ........  

SHRI H. V. PATASKAR: Therefore, 
I would categorically say that so far 
as my information goes, nothing was 
done deliberately by any one, and I 
do not think that any one had any 
desire to do anything inconsistent with 
our Constitution or commit a fraud on 
our Constitution. And therefore it is 
that as soon as it was brought to our 
notice that there was some justification 
that on account of some mistake in 
respect of synonyms etc ..............  

SHRI R. U. AGNIBHOJ: I would just 
enlighten the hon. Minister. He may kindly 
see the census report; against the persons, 
against the names, there was a column for 
caste, and then, subsequently, orders were 
passed that instead of the caste write 'H' for 
Hari-jans, and 'M' for Muslims, and so on and 
so forth. And in that a vast difference was 
made. 
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SHRI H. V. PATASKAR: Well, Sir, as I 

said—and I still maintain that— whatever 
those orders were nothing was deliberately 
done, either by the census authorities 
themselves, or at the instance or anybody, to 
exclude any of those categories of persons 
who could be included in all those castes 
which are recognised as Scheduled Castes or 
Scheduled Tribes in the Order of the 
President. What happened was this. Whenever 
an enumerator went to a person, he asked him, 
"What is your caste"? The only thing with 
which he was at that stage concerned was 
whether the man belonged to a Scheduled 
Caste. If not, there was a general class for 
those who did not belong to the Scheduled 
Castes. Supposing there is a man who Belongs 
to that caste, but he describes himself as a 
Harijan or an Achhut, then it was a bona fide 
mistake, it was not included. And I am aware 
that they did include in certain States even 
certain other castes. Therefore, Sir, I do not 
know what orders were passed, but the 
primary thing is that it would be wrong to say 
that anybody wanted to do anything 
deliberately against any of the provisions of 
the Constitution, much less as my hon. friend 
said that it was an attempt to commit a fraud 
on the Constitution. 
12 NOON 

Sir, I do not want to dilate upon tbis. I am 
really sorry that this kind of impression should 
have been created, when this Bill is only an 
attempt to correct an honest and bona fide 
mistake which happened in the census 
operations, in the intrests of the Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes, and this should 
have provided an occasion for reopening a 
matter which all of us would, at the earliest 
possible moment, wish to disappear in the his-
tory of our country. Therefore, Sir, I will not 
dwell upon that point. 

My hon. friend, Mr. Agnibhoj, has moved 
an amendment saying that there should be 
reservation of seats for tbe Scheduled Castes 
and Scheduled Tribes in the Rajya Sabha and 
the Vidhan Parlshads. He will find that 

the Constitution has given special re-
presentation under article 330 and article 332. 
Article 330 says: 

"Seats shall be    reserved in the House 
of the People for 

(a) the Scheduled Castes; 

(b) the Scheduled Tribes.............. 

Article 332 says: 
"Seats shall be reserved for the 

Scheduled Castes ................in the Legis 
lative Assembly of every State .............  

Therefore, there is no reservation of seats so 
far as the Rajya Sabha is concerned, and 
consistently with our Constitution, I think it 
cannot be done. Wc have all sworn by this 
Constitution, and this Constitution does not 
make any provision for the reservation of 
seats for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes either in this House or in  the Vidhan 
Parishads. 

SHRI R. U. AGNIBHOJ: Amend the 
Constitution. 

SHRI H. V. PATASKAR: This Bill is-not a 
Bill to amend the Constitution. 

SHRI R. U. AGNIBHOJ: The Constitution 
does not prohibit it. 

SHRI H. V. PATASKAR: Another objection 
to that which I would like the hon. Member to 
.seriously consider is this: What does this Bill 
seek: to do? This is only an amending BilL 
The parent Act was to provide "for the 
readjustment of the representation of 
territorial constituencies in the House of the 
People and in the State Legislative 
Assemblies". Consistent with the provisions 
of articles 330 and 332 of the Constitution, the 
parent Act was enacted in order to provide for 
the delimitation of constituencies in. the 
House of the People and in the Legislative 
Assemblies of the Slates. This Bill is only for 
the limited purpose of amending the parent 
Act. I really have sympathy for my hon. 
friend, but I think that in this particular matter 
he will: realise, that    the 
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scope of this Bill would not admit of any 
amendment of the Constitution. Therefore, I 
am sure he will withdraw his amendment, 
after this explanation from me. 

Similarly, it was brought to my notice that 
at the end of this Bill, there is a provision in 
sub-clause (3): 

"As soon as may be after the publication 
in the Gazette of India, every order made 
under clause (b), or clause (d) of sub-
section (1) shall be laid before the House 
of the People." 

I was asked that this should be laid on the 
Table of this House also. I have absolutely no 
objection, but I may bring to the notice of the 
hon. Members here that the Act itself says in 
section 9: 

"As soon as may be after such 
publication, every such order shall be laid 
before the House of the People." 

evidently because it dealt with representation 
only in the House of the People. However, if 
my assurance will carry any weight, I will 
see that such orders are placed on the Table 
of this House also. 

Sir, this is an urgent matter for the purpose 
of giving relief as quickly as possible. The 
Delimitation Commission has almost finished 
its labours, except for a little which is 
expected to be completed by the 15th of 
January or at the most by the end of 
February, and therefore I hope that—my 
assurance also is there that these orders will 
also be placed on the Table of this House—
the Bill will be accepted without any 
amendment. 

SHRI R. U. AGNIBHOJ: In view of the 
assurance given by the hon. Minister, I beg to 
withdraw my amendment. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is out of 
order, but I will come to that later on. 

The question is: 

"That the Bill further to amend the 
Delimitation Commission Act, 1952, as 
passed by the Lok Sabha, be taken into 
consideration." 

The motion  was  adopted. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We shall 
now take up the clause by clause 
consideration of the Bill. There is no 
amendment to clause 2. 

Clause 2 was added to the Bill 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. 
Agnibhoj's amendment is out of order. He 
will have no chance to withdraw it. The 
question is: 

"That clause 1, the Title and the 
Enacting Formula stand part of the Bill." 
The motion was adopted. 

Clause 1, the Title and the Enacting 
Formula were added to the Bill. 

SHRI H. V. PATASKAR: Sir, I move: "That 

the Bill be passed." 

MR.    DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:    The • 
question is: 

"That the Bill be passed." 

The motion was adopted. 

TIME   LIMIT   FOR   SPEECHES   ON 
MOTION RE THE PROGRESS RE- -

PORT OF THE FIVE YEAR PLAN FOR 
THE YEAR 1953-54. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I have to 
inform hon. Members that I have got 22 names 
of Members who want to take part in this 
discussion. So. hon. Members will confine 
themselves to about ten minutes each. That will 
come to 220 minutes. We will sit through the 
lunch hour. Otherwise, some Members will 
have to be dropped out. If you leave the 
discretion to me, I will call such Members as 
have not had any chance to speak. If you leave 
• the discretion to me, I will call leaders 


